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Session 1
Introduction

A collaboration with Simon’s Town Museum &
Cape Town’s heritage sector



Isla ...
“The ability to share is the ability to heal 
the world.”

● Wikipedian since 2011

● Started with Share your Knowledge 
for WikiAfrica

● Lead member of WikiAfrica

● Co-founder and co-lead of Wiki In 
Africa and part of many Wikimedia 
initiatives

● Open knowledge and culture 
ambassador

● Director of Communications of 
Open Education Global.
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:M.casanova


To rebalance the type and 
diversity of information and 
perspectives that are available 
online about and from Africa, 
using Wikipedia and the 
Wikimedia projects as platforms 
for the dissemination of this 
information to multiple peoples 
residing on and off the continent. 

Wiki In Africa’s mission

WikiAfrica 
Heritage



The Africa gap
on 
Wikipedia





There are 100 times more geotagged entries about 
France than about Africa continent

Addshore

Each dot represents a geotagged article on 
WikiData



Who is connected where ?

4.1 billion people or 53% of 
all people are online (2019). 

ITU Report: http://digitalinclusionnewslog.itu.int/2019/11/05/itu-report-on-global-digital-connectivity-finds-gender-digital-gap-is-growing/
images : emilegraphics from Noun Project; DinosoftLab from Noun Project

Up 5.3% 
since 2018

http://digitalinclusionnewslog.itu.int/2019/11/05/itu-report-on-global-digital-connectivity-finds-gender-digital-gap-is-growing/


Why it matters what is on Wikipedia

When looking on the internet, what do 
the  ½ billion  people across Africa 
below the age of 18 see about 
themselves?  …. very little. 

Eugene Malaka



98% of the developed world uses the internet … 44% of the developing



Broadband affordability



Open Education Resources 
Recommendation

The Recommendation’s 5 action areas:

1. Capacity Building
2. Policy
3. Access
4. Sustainability
5. International Cooperation

UNESCO’s



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPWc18LswRM


Clarification of Free Cultural Works, Open Educational Resources and Open Access by Paul West 
(image adapted from: Creative Commons, Open Licensing & Open Education, by Cable Green) CC-BY

Licences … what the licenses mean

https://medium.com/creative-commons-we-like-to-share/clarification-of-free-cultural-works-open-educational-resources-and-open-access-ff03e3b594af
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KPGQZEJsakZGrXce7C77CUHiLg55MrKeIuP-oB4BxFs/edit#slide=id.p1


WikiAfrica Heritage
What will we be doing?



WikiAfrica Heritage 2021
Main goals: Cape Town Heritage

● Develop a slow, manageable, collaborative, consultative and supportive programme with 
Heritage and memory professionals and enthusiasts to introduce and facilitate the 
integration of Wikipedia and Open movement practices into the Heritage sector in Cape 
Town

● Provide knowledge, theoretical information, practical application and programme 
development support as alternatives in their community and education programmes 

● Inform and assist as heritage organisations put skills and knowledge into action: 
○ in the form of content expansion and creation directly on Wikipedia, Wikidata and 

Wikimedia Commons and in the development 
○ in the development of realistic community and education interventions that are 

adapted to their unique situations, limitations and resources. 

● Build a nurturing, self-sustaining and supportive local then regional network that helps and 
assists each other.

● Share this model with communities across Africa to grow and develop the GLAM space.



May June July Aug

2021 2022

Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

WikiAfrica Heritage calendar 2021

Main elements: collaborative and consultative programme

● Knowledge transfer :
○ Find out about Wikipedia, Wikimedia projects and communities, Open licences and 

copyright, GLAM partnerships, Education programmes, case studies, etc.

● Skills acquisition :
○ Learn how to edit, work with info boxes, add data, upload images, teach others, 

where the best resources are, etc.

● Content creation (practical application):
○ Add to and improve existing articles that reflect your community, focus or passions. 

Understand the challenges through practical application

● Programme development:
○ Support as you develop your own community or education programme



Project starts

Introduction: 
why this 

programme

Develop initial 
ideas for  

community and 
education 

programme

May June July Aug

2021 2022

Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

WikiAfrica Heritage calendar 2021

How to use 
Wikipedia, 

Wikimedia, and 
what it offers 

GLAMs.

Why 
Wikipedia 

and GLAMs
Case studies

How to use 
Wikipedia, 
Wikimedia, 
and what it 

offers 
education.

identify and 
approach local 

partners
Start 

programmes
Refine 

programmes

tbd tbd tbd



WikiAfrica Heritage
Getting Started



Wikipedia is 1 part of Wikimedia

Wikimedia is a global 
movement whose mission is to 
bring free educational content 
to the world.

Through various projects, 
chapters, and the support 
structure of the non-profit 
Wikimedia Foundation, 
Wikimedia strives to bring about 
a world in which every single 
human being can freely share in 
the sum of all knowledge.

image: Lane Hartwell, Wikimedia Commons, CC-BY-SA

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:MyLanguage/Wikimedia_movement
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Our_projects
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:MyLanguage/Wikimedia_chapters


Wikipedia

Jimmy Wales TEDtalk on birth of Wikipedia

1. Free as in beer AND free as in speech 

2. Created and refined entirely by volunteers  

3. Run by the non-profit Wikimedia Foundation
 

4. All edits/versions are recorded indefinitely 

5. 6,299 million+ English articles

6. 321 languages

image: Lane Hartwell, Wikimedia Commons, CC-BY-SA

https://www.ted.com/talks/jimmy_wales_the_birth_of_wikipedia


The power of Wikipedia



1. N.P.O.V. Neutral Point of View 

2. Verifiability reliable sources, cited correctly  

3. No “original research” i.e. unpublished data, opinions, 
speculation

4. Assume good faith and behave in a civil manner towards 
other editors 

5. Avoid conflict of interest (i.e. editing page about self, 
boss) 

See Wikipedia: Policies and guidelines

Core Wikipedia Policies

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Policies_and_guidelines


Rule 1. Register an account

Rule 2. Learn the five pillars

Rule 3. Be bold, but not reckless

Rule 4. Know your audience

Rule 5. Do not infringe copyright

Rule 6. Cite, cite, cite

Rule 7. Avoid self-promotion (shameless or otherwise)

Rule 8. Share your expertise, but don't argue from authority

Rule 9. Write neutrally and with due weight

Rule 10. Ask for help

See Wikipedia: Policies and guidelines

10 simple rules

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Ten_simple_rules_for_editing_Wikipedia#Rule_1._Register_an_account
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Ten_simple_rules_for_editing_Wikipedia#Rule_2._Learn_the_five_pillars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Ten_simple_rules_for_editing_Wikipedia#Rule_3._Be_bold,_but_not_reckless
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Ten_simple_rules_for_editing_Wikipedia#Rule_4._Know_your_audience
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Ten_simple_rules_for_editing_Wikipedia#Rule_5._Do_not_infringe_copyright
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Ten_simple_rules_for_editing_Wikipedia#Rule_6._Cite,_cite,_cite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Ten_simple_rules_for_editing_Wikipedia#Rule_7._Avoid_self-promotion_(shameless_or_otherwise)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Ten_simple_rules_for_editing_Wikipedia#Rule_8._Share_your_expertise,_but_don't_argue_from_authority
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Ten_simple_rules_for_editing_Wikipedia#Rule_9._Write_neutrally_and_with_due_weight
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Policies_and_guidelines


WikiProjects 
= 

platforms on Wikipedia where editors coordinate coverage around a 
particular field or topic Galleries, Libraries, Archives & Museums (GLAM)

Wikiprojects supporting heritage and memory

Galleries Libraries Archives Museums



Practical : Getting started

● Who has already registered ?
● Who needs help?

● What exists on Wikipedia about your interest or community?
● What are the page views?
● What should it look like? 
● What do other, similar communities look like?
● Homework:

○ make a list of what you think needs to be added (bullet points)
○ present it to us



Contacts and links

Wiki in Africa
* www.wikiinafrica.org
* www.wikiafrica.org
* Youtube channel
@wikiafrica

Isla Haddow-Flood

isla@wikiinafrica.org 
@havingaflood
On LinkedIn

 

http://www.wikiinafrica.org
http://www.wikiafrica.org
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyG_DCysivx59E2olI_BEcQ
mailto:isla@wikiinafrica.org
https://www.linkedin.com/in/isla-haddow-flood/


Links to explore further:


